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ARGFest is a community organized festival celebrating the best in Alternate Reality 
Gaming and other transmedia entertainment. What started with a handful of 
enthusiasts getting together in Las Vegas in 2002 has grown into today’s full scale 
conference and game festival that attracts many of the leaders and innovators in the 
field - whether they prefer developing transmedia projects or experiencing them.

By combining panels, presentations, workshops, live events, networking opportunities, 
parties, and game play into four days full of memories and creative takeaways for all 
involved, ARGFest is small enough to be intimate, but large enough to generate buzz. 

What is ARGFest?

It is the most interactive conference 
out there. Think of it as Comic-Con 

before Hollywood fell in love with it.
movieviral.com
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Who is ARGFest?
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The average attendee is a huge fan of transmedia entertainment, especially Alternate 
Reality Gaming, and may have plans to work in the industry if he isn’t already. He is in 
his early 30s and earning over $50,000 a year in a creative field (probably marketing). 
But make no mistake...  there is nothing average about those that come to ARGFest. 

Age

Gender

Income
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Yomi Ayeni
Jeromy Barber 
Miles Beckett
Jay Bushman
Brian Clark
Ken Eklund
Blair Erickson
Catherine Herdlick
Adrian Hon

Sean Stewart
Sean C. Stacey
Dave Szulborski
Greg Trefry
Brooke Thompson
Jonathan Waite
Lance Weiler
Jordan Weisman
...and many more

Previous Speakers

ARGFest attracts some of the most innovative 
and creative minds thinking about and working 
with transmedia - from independent filmmakers 
to game designers to producers & creatives at 
some of the most successful agencies. Our 
speakers and attendees have worked on such 
notable projects as The Blair Witch Project, I 
Love Bees, Why So Serious, LonelyGirl15, 
KateModern, ReGenesis, True Blood, Head 
Trauma, Perplex City, and World Without Oil to 
name but a few. They’ve won Emmys, Webbys, 
Cleos, MIXX Awards, Cannes Lions, and more. 

Who comes to speak?

Evan Jones
James Kane
Elan Lee
Jan Libby
Jane McGonigal
Patrick Moeller
Michael Monello
Steve Peters
Andrea Phillips

And have come from companies such as: 
42 Entertainment, Area/Code, ARGNet, Campfire, Doner, EQAL, Fourth Wall Studios, 
GMD Studios, Institute for the Future, Mind Candy, Millions of Us, No Mimes Media, 
Nonchalance, Remix Fiction, Six to Start, Smith & Tinker, Stitch Media, Unfiction.com, 
vm-people, and Xenophile Media
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Sponsorship Tiers

Presenting Sponsorship

With only a few spots available, this premier level of sponsorship provides companies 
or organizations with optimal branding and networking opportunities. 

✦Recognition as a presenting sponsor of ARGFest

✦Recognition on the ARGFest Web site as a Presenting Sponsor

✦Recognition in the ARGFest program, signage, and press releases

✦Co-host status for two (2) social events

✦Logo placement on front cover of ARGFest program    

✦Full page color ad in the ARGFest program

✦Logo placement on front cover of Festival map

✦Logo placement on ARGFest t-shirt

✦Ten (10) all-access passes, providing access to the Speakers Lunch & BTS Suite.

✦Twenty (20) ARGFest badges, providing access to general sessions and events.

ARGFest sponsorship tiers are designed to provide each sponsor the ability to connect 
with ARGFest’s dynamic audience of thinkers, players, and doers in the transmedia 
space. Our sponsorship tiers are a starting point for discussion and we look forward to 
customizing them to meet your needs. 

$15,000
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Platinum Sponsorship

✦Recognition on the ARGFest Web site as a Platinum Sponsor

✦Recognition in the ARGFest program, signage, and press releases

✦Co-host status for one (1) social event

✦Half page color ad in the ARGFest program

✦Logo placement in the festival map

✦Five (5) all-access passes, providing access to the speaker lunch & BTS Suite.

✦Ten (10) ARGFest badges, providing access to general sessions and events.

$5,000

Gold Sponsorship

✦Recognition on the ARGFest Web site as a Gold Sponsor

✦Recognition in the ARGFest program, and signage 

✦Co-Sponsorship status for either one of the suites or the museum

✦Quarter page color ad in the ARGFest program

✦Three (3) all-access passes, providing access to the speaker lunch & BTS Suite.

✦Five (5) ARGFest badges, providing access to general sessions and events.

$3,000

Silver Sponsorship

✦Recognition on the ARGFest Web site as a Silver Sponsor

✦Recognition in the ARGFest program

✦Quarter page color ad in the ARGFest program

✦One (1) all-access passes, providing access to the speaker lunch & BTS Suite.

✦Three (3) ARGFest badges, providing access to general sessions and events.

$1,000
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Sponsorship Options
Events

Opportunities are available to cohost or 
sponsor a variety of social events during 
ARGFest. Events include: The Speaker 
Lunches, the Booze & Schmooze 
cocktail party, the Keynote Dinner, the 
Saturday Night Party, and the Stragglers 
Supper

$1000+ Suites

There are two suites vital to keeping 
ARGFest running smoothly and you can 
sponsor either one in part or in whole. 
The ARGFest Suite is home to the 
ARGFest Volunteer Team and a place for 
ARGFest Attendees to find information, 
meet up with friends, and have some 
fun. The BTS Suite is a place for the 
Speakers and ARGFest coordinators to 
get things done, hold meetings, organize 
their thoughts, and even kickback & 
relax.

$500-$2500

Museum

Players and designers bring their favorite 
ARG swag & artifacts for display in the 
ARG Museum just about every attendee 
spends time going through - whether to 
reminisce over favorite games or to learn 
what other games have done. You can 
sponsor the Museum in part or in whole.

$500-$5000

Program Ads

Quarter page: $100
Half page: $175
Full page (bw): $300
Full page (color): $500
Interior Front Cover (color): $750
Interior Back Cover (color): $500
Exterior Back Cover (color): $1000  

In-kind

Would you like to help out by providing 
goods & services? You're in luck! We 
gladly accept in-kind donations...

✦Items for the ARGFest Swag Bags
✦Items for the ARGFest Suite
✦Items for the BTS Suite
✦Items & services to be auctioned off in 

support of ARGFest
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Atlanta, GA

www.argfest.com

Brooke Thompson
ARGFest 2010 Chair
phone: 321.277.7613
email: brooke@giantmice.com

ARGFest

phone: 971.228.5732
email: argfest@unfiction.com

July 15-18, 2010
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